Finding Our Voice,
Regaining Our Majority
The New Democratic Message That Can Win Back America

A communications position paper for the Democratic Party

“The test of our progress is not whether we add more to the
abundance of those who have much; it is whether we provide enough
for those who have too little.”
—Franklin D. Roosevelt
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The Need for a New Message

T

he energy and outrage from millions of
Americans resisting the daily travesties of
the Trump administration have been inspiring to see. Faced with the rollback of so many
hard-fought social and political gains, legions of
grassroots Democrats are realizing we no longer
have the luxury of complacency.
Still, in America it’s votes that count. All the
best intentions and furious energy won’t mean
much if we can’t also find a way to win back political power. To do that, Democrats will need to
find a way to win the support of the millions of
Americans who aren’t protesting—the middle-ofthe-road Democrats and independent swing voters who rejected the Democratic Party for Trump
(and for Bush and Reagan before that).
To win those voters, Democrats will have to
face a brutal truth: Our message to America sucks.
If any Democrat wants to argue that point, here’s
the familiar rebuttal: Republicans now control1:
• The presidency and both houses of Congress
(in the House by a wide margin)
• 68 state legislative houses (including both
houses in 32 states) compared to 31 for
Democrats
• 33 governorships
• A conservative majority on the Supreme
Court
Or you can stare glumly at the equally familiar and depressing map on the next page.2
Clearly, the Democratic message is not con-

necting with vast swaths of Americans.3 Yet
strangely, voters are soundly rejecting Democratic candidates even though polls consistently show
that most Americans agree with Democrats on a
wide range of specific issues.4
For that there can be only one explanation:
Democrats are utterly failing to make our case to
the public. Our message is so disjointed, timid,
and uninspiring that millions of people are voting
Republican against their own best interests, because Republicans have persuaded them, despite
all evidence, that they are the party of God, the
Constitution, workers, and traditional American
and family values.
Democrats have been outmaneuvered, outmatched, and outmessaged for decades by a disciplined, coordinated, conservative marketing machine that portrays us as tax-and-spend, godless,
weak-kneed, anti-American libertines. Conservatives have mastered the art of populism, shown the
way first by Ronald Reagan and later promulgated brilliantly by Newt Gingrich, Karl Rove, and
(perversely) Donald Trump. They have latched
on to hot-button issues that appeal to voters’ selfinterest or massage their worst fears: lower taxes,
invading hordes of illegal aliens, government
waste and bureaucracy, the dangers of a “weak”
military, welfare cheats, and on and on.
Just as important, Republicans have learned
to connect those issues (however falsely) with
deeply held American values and icons: freedom,
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age Americans?
To recapture our majorities nationwide, Democrats have to invent a powerful, inspiring new
message, an “enlightened populism” that can appeal to the purple and red legions who have become disaffected, if not disgusted, with the Democratic Party.
That new populist message doesn’t mean
abandoning our core beliefs or reducing our rhetoric to the lowest common denominator. It means
learning to communicate emotionally, not just intellectually. It means deciding what our core values are and then shouting them till we’re hoarse.
It means returning to our roots as the party that
fights for workers and the poor. And it means aggressively attacking Republicans by undermining
the very foundations of conservatism.
On the following pages, this position paper
will show how that can be done.

liberty, patriotism, Christianity, and the Founding Fathers. They also speak in plain language,
in stark, black-and-white terms unencumbered by
nuance, and they speak with unwavering conviction (however misplaced). Crucially, those messages are shouted relentlessly and uniformly by
every conservative politician from city councils
to Congress and through the powerful media bullhorns of Fox News and talk radio.
Worst of all, Democrats have let them get
away with it. We’ve been subjected to these attacks for 40 years now, while barely firing a shot
in return. With the notable exception of Barack
Obama, we have scandalously failed to create a
thoughtful and coordinated message of our own.

New Life for Democrats

H

ow, then, can Democrats compete? How can
we reclaim our rightful place as the majority
party, leaders of progress, and champions of aver-

Code Red
Counties won by each party in 2016 presidential election

Republican
Democratic

Source: Prof. Mark Newman, University of Michigan
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Finding Our Voice:
The 4 Winning Messages

T

course. It won’t take the place of grassroots organizing, candidate recruitment, and other needs.
But those efforts will be doomed to fail—as they
largely have so far—if Democrats can’t organize
around a compelling message.
Details of that message can be negotiated, but
at a minimum it should contain four central ideas:
1. These are the values Democrats stand for.
2. Democrats fight for workers and the poor.
3. Democrats are the party of reform and
clean government.
4. Conservatism is dead.
These are not “liberal” messages; they are
talking points that can appeal even to moderately
conservative voters if they are delivered in the
right context and connected to deeply held values. The following chapters will justify and outline each of these messages and give examples of
how to wrap them around specific issues.

o regain our majorities nationally and locally, Democrats must unite around an inspiring, positive, consistent message that
resonates with a broad spectrum of voters, from
the hardcore liberal base to Trump/Reagan Democrats. We must convey a clear, concise image of
who we are, what we stand for, and specifically
how we plan to improve the lives of Americans.
We must craft a popular message that appeals to
voters’ hearts, not just their minds.
In some respects, Sens. Elizabeth Warren
and Bernie Sanders have already found traction
with populist messages, but they can’t be the only
Democratic voices in the wilderness. The Democratic message must be codified into a cohesive,
unified whole. Democrats must learn to speak that
message with one voice. They must communicate
it relentlessly at the national, state, and local level.
Messaging isn’t all Democrats must do, of
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MESSAGE #1

These Are the Values
Democrats Stand For

O

f all the messaging sins Democrats commit, this is the deadliest: We talk about issues instead of values.
We debate with our heads instead of our
hearts. We talk to Americans intellectually, while
conservatives talk to them viscerally. Democrats
can spend hours in righteous indignation marshaling facts and presenting meticulously reasoned
arguments about the economy, climate change,
income inequality, and all the rest, yet we utterly
fail to explain how our positions, our great ideas,
are rooted in American traditions and values. We
bring policy statements to prayer meetings and
then wonder why we’re not connecting with voters. It is a fatal habit.
Democrats must have one inviolable rule:
Never talk about issues without talking about values.
Conservatives learned this lesson long ago,
and they practice it with infuriating efficiency.
Republicans don’t take a piss without relating it
to “freedom” and “liberty.” They never shut up
about the Constitution and the Founding Fathers.
They claim Democratic policies are “unconstitutional.” They glorify the Second Amendment.
They wear their religion on their sleeves and talk
incessantly about “Christian values” and “family
values.” Their fatuous flag-waving and moralizing are designed to appeal to the emotions. By
sheer repetition from politicians, pundits, Fox
News, and right-wing radio, Republicans have

convinced millions of Americans that they are the
only living descendants of the Founding Fathers
and the only righteous disciples of Jesus Christ.
Liberals, with our intellectualism and love of
nuance, seem to find this faith-and-values demagoguery distasteful (probably to our credit).
So Democrats have simply abandoned the fight
on this front. We stand meekly by, sputtering in
quiet, inarticulate outrage, apparently mystified
about how to counter this values rhetoric.
True, values messaging was resurrected beautifully in the first campaign of Barack Obama,
whose soaring rhetoric about hope, change, and
fairness touched a nerve with Americans. And
not coincidentally, he won impressively. But few
other Democrats seem to have learned the lesson.
Even Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders, as
effective as their populist rhetoric is, don’t often
seem to relate their issues to traditional American
and moral or religious values.
It is absolutely critical that Democrats establish
an emotional connection with voters. If Democrats
are to make inroads in purple and red states, our
politicians and party officials must learn to relate
every policy discussion to fundamental American,
moral, and religious values. Every issue—every issue—can be linked to a core Democratic value.
(See specific examples later in the chapter “How to
Talk Like a Democrat.”)
So what are those values? Here are a few:
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“Democrats must have one inviolable rule:
Never talk about issues
without talking about values.”
Fairness and Equality

derdog. It’s why Americans love superheroes, and
why there are six (!) Rocky movies. What’s more,
in a largely Christian society, millions of Americans have been conditioned by our upbringing to
believe we have a duty to help the less fortunate.
It is a message that will resonate with Christian
moderate voters and even many conservatives. It
also offers at least two political advantages:
• It is a uniquely Democratic value. It exposes
a major vulnerability of conservatives—the
perception that their policies are hard-hearted, selfish, venal, immoral toward people in
need, and unworthy of a great nation.
• It is the universal antidote to every poisonous charge from conservatives about “class
warfare” or “identity politics.” Democrats
can simply counter that we fight for underdogs, whoever they may be: workers, the
middle class, the poor, or the discriminated
against—whoever needs a voice in society.

D

emocrats believe in the fundamental American value that all people are created equal.
We believe that principle should extend as broadly and inclusively as possible, and that no one
should be discriminated against because of a fundamental aspect of their nature, including race,
gender, age, or sexual orientation. We believe we
have a duty as a moral society to try to rectify significant inequalities—to make our nation as fair
and equal for as many people as possible.

Personal Freedom

W

e live in a free country, founded on liberty,
and Democrats believe passionately that
everyone is entitled to liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. However, we don’t define freedom
simply as how little we pay in taxes or how little
business is regulated. True liberty includes:
• Freedom from want
• Freedom from discrimination and unequal
treatment
• The freedom of everyone to participate fully
and equally in the American way of life
• The freedom to live according to our own
natures and consciences, which is why Democrats are tolerant of others’ beliefs, values,
and lifestyles

Patriotism

L

ove of country is always a winning message.
Democrats should not be shy about expressing it.

American Exceptionalism

I

n this context, exceptionalism simply means
acknowledging the greatness of America. As
the world’s only remaining superpower, we play
a unique role in the world, in leadership, responsibility, power, influence, and moral guidance.
Americans love to be reminded about our special place among nations and the values America
represents to the world: freedom, liberty, equality, the American dream, opportunity, and hard

Fighting for the Underdog

T

his is a powerful yet vastly underutilized message for Democrats, and it unifies so many
Democratic issues and messages under one sympathetic, easily recognized brand. It’s also a value
that voters will relate to. Americans are a compassionate people, and we love to root for the un-
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work. Almost every policy can be framed in the
language of American exceptionalism by relating
it to America’s greatness. For specific examples,
see the chapter “How to Talk Like a Democrat.”

marginalized is a tenet of every major religion
and, in particular, is a deeply felt, core teaching of
the Christian faith.

Faith and Moral Values

A

Optimism

mericans are optimists by nature, and we
expect the same from our leaders. We want
politicians who give us hope for a bright future.
The best political communicators in the television
era—Reagan, Clinton, and Obama—understood
this. Their campaigns were
relentlessly positive, and
they never wavered from
their hopeful outlooks on
America (though they were
very different outlooks to
be sure). Progressives are
natural optimists in our acceptance of new ideas and
our belief that we can and
should make the world a
better place.

O

ne of the great tragedies of modern American
politics is the right wing’s hijacking of religion and moral values—and the meek acquiescence of liberals in letting them get away with it.
That perception, that Republicans are the party of God
and family values, is partly
why the GOP has become
so deeply entrenched across
huge tracts of the Southern
and Midwestern Bible Belt,
attracting even moderates
who might otherwise vote
Democratic but feel compelled to support conservatives as the supposed guardians of their religious values.
Democratic political messages must constantly make
the connection between our
policies and our moral and
religious values, like helping the poor, compassion,
and human decency. Democratic candidates who are
Christian—especially in the
South and Midwest—must
learn to be comfortable talking about their religious
values and faith. Even nonreligious candidates can talk
generally about “the values
I grew up with,” “American
values,” “the values we all share as human beings,” “morality,” and “human decency.” These
days, thankfully, Democrats can also quote liberally from Pope Francis, who has spoken forcefully about inequality, compassion for the poor and
immigrants, and even climate change. The Democratic philosophy of compassion for the poor and

Progress

W

hile this isn’t a value
that will stir many
emotions, it is one of the
most distinguishing traits
separating Democrats from
Republicans.
Progressivism is an outgrowth of our
natural liberal optimism.
Democrats are the party of
new ideas. We have been the
driving force behind virtually every important social
change in America in the
last 80 years: the 40-hour
workweek; the minimum
wage; Social Security; Medicare; equal rights for
women, minorities, and LGBTQ people; health
care; and so much more. Today we are fighting
for affordable child care, guaranteed sick pay, and
paid family leave. If Americans want change—
and real improvement in their lives—Democrats
are the only party that will provide it.
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MESSAGE #2

Democrats Fight for
Workers and the Poor

T

he idea that Donald Trump—Donald
Trump!—won the presidency as the champion of working people is an obscenity.
Democrats have been fighting for American workers for a hundred years; we should have owned
that issue. Allowing Republicans to co-opt it is a
black mark of shame for our party. The harsh truth
is, we forgot who we work for. While we still do
a lot of good things for workers, in many respects
we seem to have lost our identity as their champions. Being the party of climate change, LGBTQ
rights, Black Lives Matter, pipeline protests, and
all the rest (though critical issues all) is not really
an identity. While we were off protesting those,
we left Rust Belt factory workers, Southern coal
miners, union workers, and people in poverty to
fend for themselves.
How many times, for example, have you heard
Democratic politicians offer full-throated encouragement to workers to join a union? How often
are they seen in low-income neighborhoods, lobbying forcefully to improve the lives of the poor?
Even Sanders and Warren seem to talk mostly
about the “middle class.”
As proud Democrats, we must return to our
roots as champions of workers and people in poverty. We must let them know that we will be their
voice in government.
We can regain the trust and support of workers with several steps:

1. Rebrand Democrats as the party
that fights for the underdog.
2. Tell workers exactly how we will improve their lives.

Lay out a very specific agenda that will help voters visualize a better life for themselves. We can
argue the details, but here are a few ideas:
• Tax cuts for the middle class and eliminating
loopholes for the wealthiest people and biggest corporations
• Vocal support for unions, to give people a
voice in the workplace
• Raising the minimum wage
• Affordable college tuition
• Affordable child care
• Guaranteed sick pay
• Paid family leave
• A workers’ bill of rights
• Simplifying tax codes to make filing taxes
easier
• Reducing small-business taxes, regulations,
and paperwork

3. Remind America of the proud history of the Democratic Party.
People want to belong to something—to a cause,
to a tradition. Democrats should take every opportunity to remind workers that we have had
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their backs for a hundred years. The Democratic
Party has brought them most of the reforms they
now take for granted as part of the American way
of life:
• The 40-hour workweek
• Social Security
• Medicare
• Paid vacations
• The idea of a minimum wage
• Time and a half for overtime
• Unemployment insurance
• The right of equality in the workplace for
women and people of color
• Affordable health care
We have a right to be proud of our history.
We know we can make life better for Americans
because we have made it better.

•

Democrats want to raise the minimum wage.
Republicans oppose it.
• Democrats gave health insurance to millions
of people who couldn’t otherwise afford it.
Republicans want to take much of it away.
• Democrats want to enforce the Dodd-Frank
banking reforms following the Great Recession. Republicans want to weaken them.
• Democrats passed the Credit Card Act and
created the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau to protect them from the worst abuses of the credit and financial industries. Republicans sided with the credit card industry
and Wall Street.
• Democrats oppose repealing the inheritance
tax for mutimillionaires. Republicans want
more tax cuts for the wealthy.
• Democrats are fighting for paid sick leave
for all workers. Republicans side with business and oppose it.
• Democrats kept the internet fair and equal
for everyone. Republicans fought on the side
of big business.
With a record like that, how in the world can
Republicans be considered the party of the little
guy? Democrats need to aggressively point out
the hypocrisy of conservatives.

4. Attack the record of conservatives.

Democrats already do a pretty good job of painting Republicans as the party of the rich and big
corporations. That message needs to be constantly reinforced by pointing out the stark contrast between the two parties:
• Democrats support unions. Conservatives
want to destroy unions.
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MESSAGE #3

Democrats Are the Party
of Real Reform

I

f the last election taught us anything, it’s that
voters—Democrats and Republicans—are
hungry for change. They feel angry and frustrated at politicians and a federal government that
doesn’t seem to be listening to their concerns, and
that responds only to the highest bidder.
By all rights, voters who want change should
be flocking to Democrats. Our party has a long
and impressive history of social and workplace
reforms, and we’re the only party fighting seriously to take money out of politics. The fact that
they aren’t electing
Democrats in droves
is a sign of our failed
messaging. Voters
must know: If they
want to improve their
lives and reform government, that will
only happen by electing Democrats.
While the corruption of the Trump regime will make our jobs easier, we must forcefully make the case that Democrats are serious
about scrubbing the stink of money in politics
and representing the people over special interests. We can’t just mouth the words, and Sanders
and Warren can’t be the only voices for change.
Every Democratic spokesperson must be a radical
reformist. It must be the brand of our party. Our

political lives depend on it.
To convincingly make that case, Democrats
will need a very specific agenda for clean government and social reforms. We’ll leave details to the
professionals, but that agenda might include:
A constitutional amendment to overturn Citizens United
• Aggressive enforcement of Dodd-Frank
Wall Street reforms
• Real-time disclosure of political contributions and expenditures
• Overhauling
the
Federal Election Commission and stringently enforcing existing
campaign finance laws
• Shortening the primary season by starting it in April or May,
to lessen the influence
of money
• Fixing the filibuster so senators have to actually filibuster to
stop votes on legislation
• Lobbyist reforms
• Small-donor public financing of candidates
as advocated by Common Cause
Democrats must convince voters we are on
their side. A sincere and robust reform agenda is
critical to winning back a cynical public.
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•

MESSAGE #4

Conservatism Is Dead

F

or 40 years, since the time of Reagan, Republicans have attacked “liberals” so effectively that the word has become an epithet. Today few Democratic politicians are brave
enough to call themselves liberals in public. Now
they have to call themselves “progressives.” Why
Democrats have meekly let that happen for so
long with no real counterattack is an enduring
mystery. But it’s time to fight back.
Here’s another rule Democrats must always
follow: Don’t just attack “Republicans” or
a particular opponent; attack conservatism.
The goal is to not just argue about issues but
to discredit the very foundation of Republican
thought—to delegitimize the entire philosophy of
conservatism.
The unpopularity of Trump makes this a perfect time. The message is: Trump is only the end
result of conservatism—its meanness, its narrowmindedness, its fundamental pessimism, its obsession with helping the rich at the expense of the
poor. Conservatism is not a philosophy of greatness. It is an old, tired, outdated ideology that
long ago lost its relevance for a superpower in
the 21st century. At every opportunity, Democrats
must portray conservatives as:
• Mean-spirited, stingy, hard-hearted, and callous
• Concerned about the wealthy, not average
Americans
• Afraid of new ideas

•
•

Pessimistic
Irrational anti-government zealots who don’t
believe in the ability of Americans to govern
ourselves
• Fiscally incompetent (conservatives exploded the deficit twice under Reagan and Bush,
and Trump’s proposals will do the same)
• Old-fashioned and backward
• Unable to envision a better future
• Immoral and un-Christian (for Democrats
who dare) in their policies of rewarding the
rich and hurting the poor
• Unworthy of leading a great nation
• More than a little nuts
Democrats have to pound the message home:
Conservatives are turning America into a secondrate superpower. Their caveman thinking and
drastic budget cuts are diminishing us as a great
nation. They are crippling our influence and moral
leadership abroad, abdicating our responsibilities
here at home, crushing scientific progress, and
taking away the benefits that should come from
living in the greatest, richest, most powerful nation on earth. As America’s challenges are growing, conservatives want to shrink America by putting our nation on a starvation diet.
Beyond simple name-calling, Democrats must
graphically depict the real-world consequences of
life under conservatism. We will have no trouble
drawing the ugly picture of a shrunken America:
• A country of growing inequality, where the
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“Don’t just attack ‘Republicans’; attack
conservatism. The goal is to discredit the very
foundation of Republican thought. ”
rich get richer and the poor get poorer
Soaring deficits
A tattered safety net for families in poverty
The privatizing of Medicare, which would
threaten seniors with an untried, untested
new system
• The threat of millions of Americans without
insurance
• Devastating cuts
to food stamps and
Medicaid
• Drastic cuts in scientific research and
space exploration
• Diminished funding for education,
including
fewer
loans for students
who can’t afford
college
• The deterioration of
our national parks
• The degradation of
the environment
and our natural resources
• Reduced foreign
aid and the declining influence of
America abroad
All of that is typical of the narrow thinking of
conservatism. In the modern history of America,
it’s impossible to name a major social advance—
Social Security, Medicare, civil rights, health care,
and so much more—that conservatives didn’t at
first oppose. The sad truth is that not only do con-

servatives have very few ideas of their own, they
spend most of their time fighting tooth and nail
against the good ideas of others, until time and
collective good sense force them to concede.
What does it say about a political ideology when, at every important turning point in
our nation’s history, conservatives have had to
be dragged kicking and
screaming into the future?
Conservative policies reveal a deep pessimism
about the ability of humans to improve our lives
and America’s ability to
solve its problems—despite abundant proof that
we can.
That utter lack of idealism, that profound disinterest in trying to change
the world for the better,
that pinched, uninspired,
regressive thinking, is ultimately what makes conservatism seem so impoverished, so intellectually
and emotionally unappetizing.
Conservatism is a recipe for stagnation. No great nation, no superpower, can continuously resist progress and remain a
great nation for very long. No leader can lead by
looking backward.
Only Democrats have the leadership, agenda,
and proven history to move America forward and
improve the lives of our people.

•
•
•
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How to Talk Like a Democrat

S

o far this discussion of Democratic messages has been fairly theoretical, but how does
it translate into practice? What does this
new Democratic message sound like?
The most important point to remember is that
Democrats must begin appealing to voters’ hearts,
not just their heads. That means draping all our
public discussions in the language of values, not
just facts or position statements. Broadly speaking, the outline of those discussions would look
something like this:
1. Begin by relating the topic to a core American, moral, or religious value: fairness and
equality, personal freedom, American exceptionalism, fighting for the underdog, etc.
2. Support the issue with facts.
3. Contrast your position with conservatism.
Here are examples of how to frame Democratic talking points in values language on specific issues. These aren’t meant to be scripts, of
course, just illustrations of how to establish a
more emotional connection with voters, which
you can adapt to your own style.

These Are the Values
Democratic Stand For

ocrats believe in the deeply American values I
was taught as a kid, like freedom and equality
for everyone, and in religious and moral values
like helping people less fortunate than ourselves.
Democrats have given America so many things
we now take for granted: Social Security, Medicare, civil rights, equal pay for women, and so
much more. Conservatives at one time opposed
all those things. Now we’re fighting for affordable health care, and child care and guaranteed
sick pay. On every level, it is Democrats who have
made the lives of you and your family better and
easier. No one has fought harder or accomplished
more for the American family than Democrats. In
so many ways, we have made America what it is
today—freer, fairer, and more equal for everyone.
That’s what makes us a great nation. And I could
not be prouder to be a Democrat.”

Democrats Fight for
Workers and the Poor

‘O

ne of our most precious beliefs as Americans is that all of us are created equal. All
of us have a right to the pursuit of happiness and
to participate in the American Dream. But that
dream is in danger today. For many workers in
our country it is becoming harder and harder to
achieve. In the last few decades, conservatives
have worked to create a vastly less equal society.
Our nation’s policies are now geared toward help-

‘I

’ve voted for Democrats since I was old
enough to vote, and here’s why: Democrats
fight for the underdog. They fight for the average American, for workers, and the poor. Dem-
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sion with slashing government, they want to put
America on a starvation diet that would turn our
country into a second-rate superpower, unable to
meet our obligations at home or abroad.
“We live in the greatest, richest, most powerful nation on earth. You have a right to ask for
a better life for you and your family. Yet all we
hear from conservatives is what you can’t have,
what you don’t deserve. ‘We can’t have decent
health care. We can’t raise the minimum wage.
We can’t make college or child care affordable.’
Enough! Americans are tired of that kind of fearfulness and pessimism. Stop listening to conservative politicians tell you what America can’t do.
It’s time to elect leaders who will show you what
America can do.”

Poverty and Income Inequality

‘A

merica is a nation of fairness and equality.
We’re also a nation of morality and faith.
Every major religion in the world teaches us that
we have a moral obligation to help people in
poverty.
“As Americans, we have to stay true to those
values. In America, we don’t cut taxes for the rich
and then cut food stamps for the poor, as Republicans have tried to do. That’s not right. Those
aren’t the values of a great and moral nation. We
can’t let conservatives try to eliminate the inheritance tax for millionaires, and then take away
health care for people struggling to afford it. We
can’t give tax breaks
to the world’s biggest
corporations but then
refuse to give raises
to their minimumwage workers. It’s
not right, it’s not fair,
it’s not American,
and it certainly isn’t
moral.
“As Americans,
we can’t let our hearts be hardened by the rhetoric of conservatives. Our nation’s values, and the
great religions of the world, call on us to be fair
and to help those who have the least.”

Conservatism Is Dead

‘C

onservatism is broken. It was broken long
before Donald Trump—he’s only the latest symptom. Whatever conservatism may have
been under Ronald Reagan, it has devolved into
a politics of meanness, stinginess, and warped
values that coddle the rich and hurt the poor and
sick. That’s not right, it’s not moral, and it certainly isn’t American. Conservatism is a philosophy that believes ‘all men are created unequal.’
No party that gives huge tax breaks to the rich
and cuts food stamps and Medicaid for the poor
is worthy of leading a great nation. In their obses-
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ing the rich and hurting the poor.
“The one question everyone in America needs
to ask themselves is: Which party is living up the
American ideal of creating a more equal society?
Which party is really
on your side?
• Democrats
want to raise
the minimum
wage. Republicans oppose it.
• Democrats
gave health insurance to millions of people
who couldn’t
otherwise afford it. Republicans want to take
it all away again.
• Conservatives want to give huge tax breaks
to people who are already rich, while making devastating cuts to Medicaid, Meals on
Wheels, and food stamps.
• Democrats support unions, so workers have
a voice in the workplace. Conservatives are
trying to destroy unions.
“So you tell me: Which party is helping to
create a more equal society? Democrats have
been fighting for American workers for a hundred
years. If you’re looking for a better life for you
and your family, there’s only one party that has
proven it’s on your side.”

Health Care

‘O

ur nation’s founders said that everyone has
the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. Health care enhances all three of those
rights. Freedom means more than just how little
you pay in taxes. As Franklin Roosevelt said, it
also includes freedom from want, and freedom
from fear—like the fear of going bankrupt if you
get seriously ill or injured. There are benefits that
come from living in the greatest, richest, freest
nation on earth, and one of those benefits should
be protection against losing everything because
you get sick.”

Environmental Issues

‘P

rotecting the earth isn’t just a political issue.
It’s also a moral and even a religious issue—
the protection of God’s creation. That’s why the
Pope, the Christian
evangelical environmental movement,
and people of all
faiths have spoken
so strongly about
protecting the earth.
America has 5% of
the world’s population but consumes
20% of its energy.
We’re the world’s greatest superpower, and other
nations are looking to us for leadership. But conservatives want us to plunder God’s creation, not
preserve it. They want us to abandon our moral
and technological leadership to other nations.
While countries like China and Germany are embracing the future, conservatives want to keep us
stuck in the past. That’s not what great nations do.
Preserving our resources and keeping the earth
healthy shouldn’t be a liberal vs. conservative issue. It should be the concern of all of us.”

Immigration Reform

Bottom, at right: David Geitgey Sierralupe, Wikimedia Commons

‘A

mericans are a compassionate people. We
believe in justice, but we also believe in
fairness, mercy, and the chance at a new beginning. We have deep roots in faith, which teaches
us forgiveness and fairness. That’s part of what
makes us a great nation. Every country has a right
to control its borders, and we are spending $12
billion a year to do just that. And we can do more.
But in a great nation, justice must always be balanced with mercy and understanding, or it’s no
justice as all. Conservatives would mete out justice without mercy. They would break up families, separate mothers from children, send children who were raised here back to a country they
don’t even remember. That’s not America. That’s
not how great nations behave. If an immigrant
came to this country
illegally, but they’ve
been here 10 or 20
years, worked hard,
and raised a family,
they deserve a second chance. That’s
the American way. I
agree with the Pope
and religious leaders
around the country
in calling for immigrants to be treated with compassion and humanity. America is a country of
laws, but we’re also a country of generosity and
understanding.”

LGBTQ Rights

‘A

merica is a big country, with many different kinds of people. And we don’t always
agree in our opinions, beliefs, or outlooks on
life. But one thing we should all agree on is that
America is a free country. We believe that everyone is created equal, that all of us are entitled to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Liberty
means that if you want to enjoy your freedom,
you have to allow others their freedom. Even if
you don’t agree with them. That idea is America’s great gift to the world. Conservatives only
seem to want freedom for people who believe or
behave the same way they do. That’s not what
this country stands for. And as a Democrat, I’m
going to fight every time for the little guy who’s
just asking to be who they are, for the person being told they don’t have a right to be as free as the
rest of us.”
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The Methods

K

nowing what our Democratic messages
should be is one thing; implementing
them is another. How do we communicate
those messages to the public?
We do it in three ways.

crats are, what we stand for, or how we’re going
to help them.5
So here’s a novel idea: Let’s tell them. To
start, Democrats must create a vision—a public,
formal mission statement that provides a unifying
theme and identity for voters. That vision should
come in three forms:
1. A statement of our values. This can incorporate many of the concepts mentioned
earlier in this position
paper under Message
#1 (or other values of
your choosing). The
document should lay
out Democratic core beliefs in concise, simple
language, with no more
than 10 or 12 points. For
the sake of argument,
we’ve included a sample
of what it might look
like in Appendix A on page 22.
2. A specific plan for improving the lives of
average Americans. Voters must be able
to visualize how their lives will be better
under Democratic governance. Democrats
must lay out a specific plan of action for
how they will do that. Call it something like
“The People’s Agenda” and incorporate the
policies outlined in Message #2, such as targeted tax cuts for the middle class, raising

1. Create a Vision

H

ere’s a thought experiment: Imagine plucking a few random Americans off the street
and asking them what
the Republican Party
stands for. Chances are
you’d get responses like
“liberty,” “freedom,”
“lower taxes,” “less
government,” “the Constitution,” “the Second
Amendment,” “stopping
illegal immigration,”
“God and family values,” and so on. In other
words, all the things Republicans incessantly tell
voters they stand for.
Now, imagine asking the same random Americans what the Democratic Party stands for. What
would they say?
Exactly. If you’re lucky you might get an
answer like “helping people,” or “equal rights.”
More than likely you’d get blank stares.
Democrats desperately need an identity!
Voters simply don’t have a clear idea who Demo-
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“Democrats desperately need an identity!
Voters simply don’t have a clear idea what we
stand for or how we’re going to help them. ”
Democratic Party stands for and what our plan is
for improving their lives.

the minimum wage, guaranteed sick pay, affordable college tuition and child care, and
so on. The proposals should spell out exactly
how each program will be paid for, and just
as important, each policy should be justified
by linking it to traditional American or moral
values.
3. A specific plan for cleaning up government. Voters are angry, and Democrats
must also have
a detailed agenda for reforming government
and
reducing
the influence of
money in politics (such as the
ideas mentioned
in Message #3).
The plan cannot
be timid; it must
be an aggressive, genuinely
reformist agenda
that will prove to
voters that Democrats are the
only party that
is serious about giving them their voice back
in government.
These documents can’t just languish on a
website unread; they should be the centerpiece
of Democratic talking points and referred to at
every opportunity by party spokespeople. Every
Democratic politician should know the Democratic agenda. Every voter should know what the

2. Launch a Branding Campaign

D

emocrats should not underestimate how steep
the hill is we must climb to reach voters and
reestablish the party’s identity. Websites, press
conferences, and Meet the Press won’t get the job
done. To reach the disaffected independents and
Trump/Reagan Democrats who have written us off, the party
will need a broad
marketing and advertising campaign. The
goal of the campaign
is to define the Democratic Party’s brand
and convince Americans that Democrats
are the true party of
the people. Americans like to feel good
about their votes;
they want to support
not just a candidate
but a cause, a belief system, a strong and proud
political tradition.
The ads and commercials should emphasize
the 4 Winning Messages:
1. Democratic values and how they reflect
cherished American values, like freedom,
equality, fairness, and the right to follow our
own consciences and beliefs
2. The party’s fight for the underdog and its
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long history of support for the American
worker and people in poverty
3. Democrats’ plans for serious reform and removing money from politics
4. Attacks on conservatism, emphasizing the
Republicans’ unhealthy love affair with the
rich and powerful
Ideally, the campaign should feature real
people from target audiences: rural, independent,
and blue-collar. For example, commercials could
feature American workers candidly talking about
why they are Democrats and how the party represents their values. Or the party could air a commercial like the one in Appendix B on page 25.
A well-done Democratic branding campaign
would be tremendously effective, especially in
key swing states. It would serve several critically
important purposes:
• Establishing the Democratic identity
• Creating a positive view of Democrats in the
minds of swing voters
• Promoting loyalty and pride among Democrats

•

Contradicting
destructive
Republican
memes that, for many voters, are already accepted “facts”:
▪▪ The country is going to hell.
▪▪ Republicans are the party of fiscal responsibility.
▪▪ Government must be cut dramatically.
▪▪ Democrats are tax-and-spend liberals.
A widespread marketing campaign would be
expensive, of course, but it is money well spent.
It is essential to define the Democratic Party to
voters, and it would help not just one candidate
but all candidates.

3. Speak With One Voice

W

hatever Democrats decide their messaging
strategy is, it is crucial that they convey it
uniformly and tirelessly. Repetition and consistency are vital to creating a new Democratic identity. As much as possible, Democrats must learn
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party officials, candidates, and communications departments—should be getting regular emails on Democratic messages, talking
points, and values.
• Take ownership of the party brand. Every Democratic politician and party official
must take personal responsibility for the party brand. That means not just talking about
yourself and what you believe but what
Democrats believe. Make Americans understand that the Democratic Party has a long
and accomplished history of fighting for
workers and people in need, and we have a
specific agenda for improving their lives and
cleaning up government. Every Democratic
spokesperson is an ambassador for the party,
our values, and our brand.
Our party’s messages will get through to voters only if every Democrat is repeating them, if
they’re reinforced so often that they become truisms. Conservatives understand this; we must too.
Democrats have a powerful story to tell voters. We have compelling ideas for improving the
lives of Americans, and a long history of proving
it can be done. It’s time we told that story with an
equally powerful message.

Left: Mark Dixon, Wikimedia Commons

to speak with one voice. That means:
• Make messaging a priority. Communications and branding should be considered as
much of a priority as candidate recruitment,
grassroots organizing, and get-out-the-vote
efforts. Every party meeting should spend
a few minutes talking about the Democratic
brand and agreed-upon values and sample
messages.
• Create a centralized communications
strategy. Appoint a respected, high-profile
messaging strategist to run a centralized staff
dedicated to forming and disseminating not
just party positions but the values messaging
behind them. Democrats nationwide should
have a central site where spokespeople can
find updated talking points and how they relate to core Democratic values.
• Educate every Democratic spokesperson. The party’s themes, values, and talking
points should be well known to all Democrats
nationally and locally. Democratic communications must be as robust as fundraising
and grassroots organizing. Every prominent
Democrat—national and state politicians,

Appendix A

What Democrats Believe
A Sample Statement of Values

1. Democrats believe in America.
•
•
•
•

We believe that the United States of America, as the founder of modern democracy
and the world’s only superpower, enjoys a special and unique place in the world.
That special role comes with great benefits as well as great responsibilities.
We believe that the Bill of Rights in the U.S. Constitution is one of the greatest
templates for individual freedom in history.
We believe America stands as a beacon of freedom and moral leadership to people
everywhere.
We believe America must maintain its leadership in the world. We believe that true
leadership means listening to other nations and working whenever possible in a
spirit of cooperation.

2. Democrats believe in the founding principles of
America: freedom, equality, and individual rights.
•
•
•
•
•

•

We believe that America is a free country where everyone has a right to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.
We believe that in a free society, values, faiths, personal beliefs, and even morals
may differ, but within reason and the rule of law, we all have a right to live according to our own natures and our own consciences.
We believe that ensuring freedom for ourselves means allowing freedom for others,
including views we may not agree with. For this reason, Democrats are tolerant of
others’ beliefs and accept a broad diversity of views.
We believe in the basic American value that all people are created equal. We believe
that principle should extend as broadly and inclusively as possible, and that everyone is deserving of equal opportunities and equal treatment.
Beyond the rights of the Constitution, we believe true liberty also includes:
▪▪ freedom from want
▪▪ the freedom to be fully human, with equal rights and privileges, no matter our
race, gender, sexuality, age, or other essential aspect of our natures
▪▪ freedom from discrimination
▪▪ the freedom of every citizen to fully participate in the American way of life
We believe we have a duty as a society to try to rectify significant inequalities.
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3. Democrats believe we have a moral duty as human beings
to help the less fortunate.
•

•
•
•

Along with most of the world’s major religions, Democrats believe it is a moral and
ethical imperative—one of the highest aspirations of humanity—to help alleviate
poverty and hardship. We believe that a failure to do so is inexcusable in the greatest, richest, most powerful nation on earth.
Democrats believe that our moral duty to help improve the lives of the less fortunate extends not just to individuals but to all of us as a society.
Because of our belief in social equality, Democrats have a heightened concern and
compassion for the nation’s underdogs: the poor, minorities, workers, and the politically voiceless.
We believe that people come before money. That’s why Democrats are generally
willing to pay for social programs if they are shown to improve people’s lives.

4. Democrats believe in the American worker.
•
•
•
•

We believe that American workers, not the wealthy, drive our economy. Public
policy should focus on improving the lives of workers. Our nation’s businesses
thrive best with a strong, vibrant middle class.
We believe workers should have a voice in the workplace. We believe in the value
of collective bargaining.
We believe that in the greatest, richest country on earth, workers are entitled to a
decent life and a living wage.
Our concern for workers includes small businesses, which are the backbone of a
strong economy. We support easing the tax and regulatory burdens of running a
small business.

5. Democrats believe in progress.
•
•

•
•

We believe we have a moral duty as human beings to make our nation and the world
a better place. That can only be accomplished by the progress of new ideas.
As a result, Democrats believe in taking an active role in shaping society. We believe we can make the world better because Democratic ideas have made it better.
Democrats have been the driving force behind most of America’s social and workplace changes in the last hundred years, including:
• Social Security
• The 40-hour workweek
• The minimum wage
• Paid vacations and overtime pay
• Collective bargaining and workers’ rights
• Medicare
• Equal rights for women, minorities, and
LGBTQ people
• Health care, and so much more
We believe innovation and entrepreneurship
are what America does best. Our nation cannot be afraid of change or new ideas.
Democrats are optimists. We believe Americans can solve any problem we put our
minds to. We believe America’s best days are ahead of us, not behind us.
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6. Democrats believe in peace and nonviolence.
•

Democrats thoroughly understand the harsh realities of the world, but we also
understand that war is the darkest blight on humankind. Military force cannot
be employed just for geopolitical expediency; it must be used only when every
peaceful option has been exhausted.

7. Democrats believe we are a government of the people,
by the people, and for the people.
•

•

•
•

•

Because Democrats believe we must work to create a more equal society and
to improve the lives of the disadvantaged, we see a free and democratic government as a useful means to those ends. No other social entity—not private
enterprise, religious groups, or nonprofit agencies—has the vast power, reach,
and immense financial resources of the federal government, which makes it
the most powerful tool for solving nationwide problems.
We believe enthusiastically in the free market, yet we understand that the nation’s founders couldn’t possibly have imagined the power, wealth, and influence of modern multinational corporations and their armies of lobbyists.
Private enterprise, like every aspect of power in our society, needs checks
and balances. Democrats believe that to maintain a healthy democracy, the
government is our citizens’ only tool large and powerful enough to provide
the modest but necessary checks and balances to the oversized influence of
big business.
We believe the voice of the people must be heard above the voice of special
interests. We believe the influence of money has become a corrosive force in
American politics and demands significant reforms.
We believe we do not need to fear a government that is truly “of the people,
by the people, and for the people.” But Democrats also acknowledge that as
a free people we need to keep a close eye on government. We strongly agree
with the maxim that “the price of freedom is eternal vigilance.” Transparency
is critical in a democracy.
We believe that for nearly 250 years, all things considered, Americans have
done a pretty good job of governing ourselves.
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Appendix B

Sample Branding Commercial
Title: “Democratic Voices”
Length: :60
Client: Democratic National Committee
Campaign: Democratic Party Branding
Production note: Speakers should be actual workers, not actors
Sc#

Video

Audio

1

OPEN: Office worker at her desk

OFFICE WORKER: Democrats and Republicans both say
they’re on the side of working Americans. But which party
really is?

2

CUT TO: Construction worker on
a job site

CONSTRUCTION WORKER: Democrats support unions, so
employees have a voice where they work.

3

CUT TO: Machinist in factory

MACHINIST: Republicans are trying to destroy our right to
bargain, by passing anti-union laws.

4

CUT TO: Man in doctor’s office

MAN: I’m self-employed. Democrats made it possible for me
and millions of other Americans to finally afford health
insurance.

5

CUT TO: Nurse in hospital

NURSE: Republicans want to take it all away again.

6

CUT TO: Retail cashier at register

CASHIER: Democrats are trying to raise the minimum wage so
I can make a decent living.

7

CUT TO: Cook in restaurant

COOK: Republicans are against it.

8

CUT TO: Small-business owner at
a desk, holding bills

OWNER: Democrats passed a law to stop credit card companies
from taking advantage of us.

9

CUT TO: Woman at a desk at
home

WOMAN: Republicans took the side of the credit card industry.

10

CUT TO: Office worker amid
cubicles

OFFICE WORKER: Now Democrats are fighting for things
like paid sick leave for all workers, and affordable child care.

11

CUT TO: Airport baggage handler

AIRPORT WORKER: Guess what? Republicans are against
those, too.

12

CUT TO: Truck driver near his rig

TRUCK DRIVER: You can’t just say you’re for workers. You
have to back it up. Republicans have literally tried to make my
life worse, not better.

13

CUT TO: Group of workers from
various occupations.

GROUP MEMBER AT CENTER: Support the party that
supports you. Vote Democratic this November.
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